Evolution of cerebral edema and its relationship with power in the theta band.
In previous papers we have proposed that in patients with space-occupying lesions, delta power was related with the volume of the lesion and theta power with the volume of the edema. In this report we analyze the evolution of 10 patients with space-occupying lesions in whom we measured the volume of the lesion and of the edema before and after treatment that produced changes in these volumes. EEGs were recorded in the leads of the 10-20 system referenced to linked earlobes. Delta and theta powers were calculated for voltage and current source densities (CSD) and compared with age-norms to compute conventional Z-maps. These maps provide probability statements about the deviation of observed values from the norm. Rank correlations between the change in the volume of the lesion before and after treatment and the change in Z-values before and after treatment were significant only in the delta band. However, rank correlations between the change in the volume of the edema and the change in EEG Z-values were only significant in the theta band. These correlations were higher for CSD than for voltage estimates. We also observed that the site of the lesion and of the edema was better represented by CSD maps than by voltage maps. These results are also in agreement with our previous reports, in which we observed more precise localization of brain lesions by CSD than by voltage estimates.